The active management
rebound

After an especially challenging first half of 2020 for active
managers with smaller cap tilts and valuation disciplines,
investors who stuck to their knitting have been rewarded
strongly over the past 6-9 months. In this paper, we share
the drivers of the recent rebound, the experience for
different manager styles and our views for global equity
active manager selection going forward. As economies
reopen, Russell Investments’ beliefs – strong stock
picking from multiple differentiated skilled active
managers, combined with a disciplined approach to
valuation – are well-positioned to continue their recent,
strong outcomes.
What happened in 2020?
2020 was a challenging year for active management, particularly for valuation driven
investors. As the COVID-19 crisis escalated, the stay-at-home trade drove market
concentration from already extreme to historic levels, as a narrow handful of the largest
tech names rallied to all-time highs. The COVID-19 shock was highly unusual in that these
same names led the market in the initial downswing led again in the sharp upturn. Given
these headwinds, our global equity fund performance was challenging for most of 2020.
However, starting in the late summer of 2020 things began to change. The rebound in
performance shows how staying disciplined through volatile markets can be rewarded.

Markets turn fast
The initial signs of style rotation occurred in late Q3 2020, a pattern that gained traction
after three consecutive vaccine Monday’s in November. The swing in sentiment fueled
some of the largest daily momentum reversals ever. The charts below show just how
aggressively markets rotated.
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Gross Total Return, net dividend withholding tax, in USD. MSCI indices. Source: MSCI and
FactSet as of 31 March 2021.

We entered the new year with our proprietary cycle and valuation assessment/signals
strongly supporting a tilt to value. The sentiment signal turned positive in early 2021. In our
view, this rare combination of positive cycle, valuation and sentiment (CVS) represents a
once in a generation opportunity for valuation conscious investors. The chart below shows
the evolution of this aggregate CVS score for the value factor over time – out-stretching
even the tech bubble as a supportive message for value stocks.
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Contribution from Cycle, Valuation & Sentiment to Aggregate Signal for
RFP Value Factor

Source: Russell Investments, MSCI, FTSE, Refinitiv.

Fund performance trends: Discipline pays off
Russell Investments’ multi-manager approach gives us the opportunity to remain welldiversified, with the stock-picking of our managers driving outcomes, while also leaning
into these indicators when they offer extreme opportunities.
While 2020 was a challenging year, our multi-manager approach allowed the funds to stay
in the game during a period where for some managers the outcomes were 10-20% behind
the broad market. The turning point began around September and picked up steam in Q1,
2021. The exhibit below shows the rolling one-year excess returns for the RIC II World
Equity Fund, illustrating the quick turnaround.

RIC II World Equity Fund – 1Y Rolling Excess Return

Source: Russell Investments, MSCI World NET Index in USD, to 31 March 2021. Performance is
gross of fees.
The value of your investments may fluctuate. Results achieved in the past do not offer any guarantee
for the future.
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MSCI World Index (USD) – Net
Returns
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** Russell Investments World Equity Fund is currently measured against the MSCI World Index (USD)
- Net Returns. Prior to 31/12/2017 the benchmark was Russell Developed Large Cap Net, prior to
31/03/2011 it was the MSCI World Net, prior to 31/12/2008 it was the MSCI World Gross. Source:
Confluence, 31 March 2021. Performance numbers are gross of fees in US Dollars. Past performance
is not a guide to future performance. Any reference to returns linked to currencies may increase or
decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. The Fund is actively managed with reference to the
MSCI World Index (USD) - Net Returns. The Fund’s performance will be measured against the Index
which it seeks to outperform by 2% over the medium to long term.

Value managers experienced the most dramatic rotation, with Q1 excess returns against
the broad market approaching 10% in some cases. Despite headwinds for growth names
in 2021, our growth managers broadly outperformed their growth indices in Q1 after
posting outstanding 2020 results. Part of this recent success has come from opportunities
presented by the unwinding of extremely narrow market concentration in 2020, as seen
below. As market concentration has declined, stock-picking has returned to favour, we
expect this to continue going forward.

Market Concentration: Improving, but remains historically high

Herfindahl-Hirschman Index as of 31 March 2020. Source: Russell Investments, FactSet, MSCI.

Our 2021 outlook
As we move into Q2 2021 the active management environment is looking increasingly
favourable. In addition to the significant CVS tailwinds mentioned above, many of the
traditional indicators for active managers are flashing positive as well. Cross sectional
stock volatility remains high and stock versus stock correlations are falling. Market
concentration indicators remain historically untenable and should continue to fall (see
market concentration exhibit above). Our growth managers have navigated this rotation
well, hanging onto prior gains. Additionally, the more challenged performers of the last few
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years, value and quants, have turned a corner. These trends should accelerate as
vaccines continue to be distributed and economies begin to reopen.

Remaining humble – risks to manage in 2021
While we believe our positioning is supported by the broad market outlook, there are
scenarios that could be problematic. A sharp return of the stay-at-home trade due to virus
variants coupled with a lack of vaccine efficacy remains a watchpoint. Risk complacency in
the markets is concerning, i.e., the euphoria around meme stocks, Bitcoin and nonfungible tokens. An unexpected rise in geopolitical tensions causing a flight to safety is
always a risk. However, our funds remain broadly diversified and much less volatile than
single manager alternatives.

There is still time to hop on board
Markets move fast and the 2020/2021 period has seen some of the most dramatic
rotations in history. Staying committed to our preferences for skilled stock picking, smaller
cap exposures and valuation discipline, while mitigating risks has paid off. If history is any
guide, these broader active management rotations can extend for long periods of time,
especially when reverting from such extreme starting points. Our view is that there is still
plenty of time for investors to benefit from the active management opportunities in a truly
open architecture set of global and regional active managers.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
For Professional Clients Only.
This material does not constitute an offer or invitation to anyone in any jurisdiction to invest in any Russell Investments
Investment product or use any Russell Investments Investment services where such offer or invitation is not lawful, or in which
the person making such offer or invitation is not qualified to do so, nor has it been prepared in connection with any such offer or
invitation.
Unless otherwise specified, Russell Investments is the source of all data. All information contained in this material is current at the
time of issue and, to the best of our knowledge, accurate. Any opinion expressed is that of Russell Investment, is not a statement
of fact, is subject to change and does not constitute investment advice.
Excess Returns: Each product is compared to the relevant Russell Investments assigned benchmark and universe to determine
product level excess returns for each quarter. All product level quarterly excess returns are compound excess returns. Product
level quarterly excess returns are then averaged across all products to determine an average quarterly excess return. The
average quarterly excess returns are then annualised to determine the years annualised rolling excess returns. If the annualised
average excess return is greater than zero, then the product is considered to have outperformed over that time period.
Note: Benchmarks are total return (they include the reinvestment of dividends) and cannot be invested in directly. Representation:
No client of Russell Investments has been able to achieve the represented performance due to the fact that the universes are
comprehensive composites that cannot be invested in directly. The universes in Russell Investments’ research database that are
used in this material cannot be purchased or held by any client. These manager products are available for our consulting clients
and internal portfolio managers to use in the construction of portfolios for our fund and separate account clients.
The value of your investments may fluctuate. Results achieved in the past do not offer any guarantee for the future.
Applications for shares in the fund are subject to the terms and conditions set out in the fund’s prospectus, Key Investor
Information Document (KIID), memorandum and articles of association. Investors and potential investors are advised to read
these documents (and in particular the risk warnings), as well as the further information contained in the annual and half-yearly
reports before making an investment. Copies are available free of charge on request from Russell Investments Limited.
In the EU this marketing document has been issued by Russell Investments Ireland Limited. Company No. 213659. Registered in
Ireland with registered office at: 78 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland. Authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of
Ireland. Russell Investments Limited. Company No. 02086230. Registered in England and Wales with registered office at: Rex
House, 10 Regent Street, London SW1Y 4PE. Telephone +44 (0)20 7024 6000. Authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN.
For the Dutch Office please add: KvK number 67296386
© 1995-2021 Russell Investments Group, LLC. All rights reserved.
MCR-01017/15-06-2021 EMEA 2181
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